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Abstract

WordNet is a lexical database for English that is supplied in a variety of formats,

including one compatible with the Prolog programming language. Given the suc-

cess and usefulness of WordNet, wordnets of other languages have been developed,

including Spanish. The Spanish WordNet does not provide a version compatible

with Prolog. This work aims to fill that gap by translating a version of the Spanish

WordNet into a Prolog-compatible format. Thanks to this translation, we would

obtain a set of Spanish lexical databases that would allow us to access that infor-

mation using declarative techniques and the deductive capabilities of the Prolog

language. Also, this work would facilitate the development of other programs to

analyze the obtained information.
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1. Introduction

WordNet is a large lexical database of English, built and maintained by
the Cognitive Science Laboratory of Princeton University under the direction
of Professor George A. Miller [1] and Christiane Fellbaum [2, 3].

WordNet stores four categories of words: nouns, verbs, adjectives and
adverbs; these words are grouped into “synsets” (sets of synonyms, i.e., words
with the same meaning) and each of these synsets represents a different
concept. The synsets are interconnected through conceptual-semantic and
lexical relationships (which interconnect specific words of some synsets).

All documentation about WordNet can be accessed through https://

wordnet.princeton.edu/, and the current version of WordNet downloaded
from https://wordnet.princeton.edu/download/current-version. A-
part from the English version of WordNet, the one that started this whole
field of study, there are wordnets for other languages.

An example of this is the EuroWordNet project, which consists of build-
ing lexicon databases for different European languages, including Spanish.
The Spanish WordNet is also distributed by the MCR (Multilingual Central
Repository) [4, 5], accessible from https://adimen.si.ehu.es/web/MCR.

The main objective of this work is the conversion of the databases that
constitute the Spanish WordNet to a format that is readable by the Prolog
programming language. It is motivated by the variety of linguistic applica-
tions that can be addressed using WordNet in combination with the declar-
ative features of Prolog (for example, cataloging of texts, analysis of causal
relationships, . . ., and generally more intuitive access to information con-
tained in WordNet). The usefulness of combining Prolog and WordNet also
lies in the fact that Prolog has many uses in Natural Language Processing
(NLP) and, if we add to that the large lexical database that is WordNet, we
can build powerful programs that facilitate NLP tasks.

Although there is already a translation from the databases that compound
the English WordNet to Prolog, which was done by Eric Kafe (https://
github.com/ekaf/wordnet-prolog), that precedent does not tarnish our
challenge due to the fact that the programs that facilitate such conversion
are not publicly available, and to the fact that the English WordNet and
EuroWordNet or the MCR corpus use different structures to represent the
data they store and their relationships.
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2. The Multilingual Central Repository

We currently have several sources from which to obtain Spanish WordNet.
We choose MCR because the TSV text format,1 in which their databases
are represented, is more convenient for the type of conversion we intend to
perform. On the other hand, MCR provides databases for other European
languages including Catalan, Basque, Galician and Portuguese), all of them
with the same structure, which will make it possible to also represent these
databases in Prolog

MCR is structured as a relational database consisting of 46 tables [6].
It uses WordNet 3.0 as Interlingual-Index (ILI). So, the main table is the
wei ili record which is located in the data directory and contains the Inter-
Lingual Index (ILI) identifier used to interconnect the all other five lan-
guages. Also two important tables in the data directory are the wei relations,
with the catalogue of semantic and lexical relations offered by MCR, and
the wei relations group which stores the supergroups (synonyms, hyperonyms,
meronyms, ...) each relation corresponds to and is used in the wei relations.
For each wordnet there are five tables: the wei xxx-30 to ili contains the con-
nection to the ILI; the wei xxx-30 relation, the semantic relations between
synsets (such as the hyperonymy relation) as well as some lexical relation
(such as the antonym relation); the wei xxx-30 synset contains general prop-
erties of every synset; the wei xxx-30 variant stores information about vari-
ants (i.e., words) including its corresponding synset identifier, part of speech
(PoS), and sense; and the wei xxx-30 examples which contains examples (if
any) for each synset. The xxx indicates the three letter code of each language
(eng, spa, por, gal, cat and eus). MCR also provides ontological information
in three more databases with 10 tables in total. Note that we are not using
this information in the current conversion of the MCR tables into Prolog.

A picture of the MCR architecture and the connection to the Web Eu-
roWordnet Interface (WEI), borrowed from [6], is shown in Figure 1.

For additional information about the MCR project refer to the WikiMCR
https://adimen.si.ehu.es/wikiMCR/index.php/MCR or to its main page
https://adimen.si.ehu.es/web/MCR.

1A tab-separated values (TSV) file is a plain text format for storing data in a tabular
structure. Each record in the table is one line of the text file and each field of the record
is separated by a tab character.
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Figure 1: Multilingual Central Repository (MCR) database structure.

3. Converting MCR into Prolog

In this section we provide some insights about how we perform the con-
version of some specific information stored in the MCR tables into Prolog
predicates which are compatible with the structure proposed by Erik Kafe.

Table 1 provides a brief description of the files of the WordNet 3.0 Prolog
version generated by Eric Kafe. Each file contains the definition of a pred-
icate. A full specification of these files and the information they store can
be found in [7]. Although other translation formats can be considered, we
are interested in this precise format of the Prolog version of WordNet for the
ease of connection to our logic programming systems using it: Bousi∼Prolog
[8, 9, 10] and FuzzyDES [11, 12].

On the other hand, all the available information about the MCR tables
which are involved in the conversion is provided at https://adimen.si.

ehu.es/web/files/mcr30/README-2016.txt.
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Table 1: WordNet 3.0 Prolog database files.

File Description File Description

wn s.pl synset pointers wn sk.pl sense keys

wn syntax.pl syntactic markers wn g.pl gloss pointers

wn hyp.pl hypernym pointers wn ins.pl instance pointers

wn ent.pl entailment pointers wn sim.pl similar pointers

wn mm.pl member meronym pointers wn ms.pl substance meronym pointers

wn mp.pl part meronym pointers wn der.pl
derivational morphology

pointers
wn cls.pl class(domain) pointers wn cs.pl cause pointers

wn vgp.pl grouped verb pointers wn at.pl attribute pointers

wn ant.pl antonym pointers wn sa.pl see also pointers

wn ppl.pl participle pointers wn per.pl pertainym pointers

wn fr.pl frame pointers

3.1. Stages in the conversion

In a first stage we use three main programs written in C++ (the language
has been chosen due to its efficiency, being a low-level language, and because
the work of these three programs neither requires many complex structures
nor external libraries) to extract the information of interest provided by the
MCR tables explicitly.

• The program WN S.cpp builds the wn s.pl file that contains the defini-
tion of the wn s/6 predicate, with all the information about words stored in
the WordNet database:

s(Synset_id, W_num, Word, Ss_type, Sense, Tag_count)

It directly takes the fields Word, Ss type (POS) and Sense from the MCR
table wei xxx-30 variant. However, the Synset id field needs to be calculated.
It is necessary to obtain the offset indicated in the mentioned file and add a
number between 1 and 4 in front of it depending on the POS of the word.

The information necessary to complete the W num2 and Tag count3 fields
is not provided by the MCR tables. Regarding the W num, we have adopted a
compromise solution consisting of respecting the order of appearance of the
words belonging to the same synset established by MCR.

2The W num parameter, if present, indicates which word in the synset is being referred
to.

3The Tag count indicates the number of times the word was found in a test corpus.
A higher tag count number means that the word is more common than others with a lower
tag count.
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The computation of the Tag count field presents a major problem and is
left for future work. For the moment this parameter appears empty.

• The program WN G.cpp builds the wn g.pl file that contains the defini-
tion of the wn g/2 predicate, with the gloss associated with each concept. We
take the necessary information, the synset ID and its gloss, from the MCR
table wei xxx-30 synset.

• The WN RELATIONS.cpp program is responsible for building the files that
define the semantic relations between concepts (such as wn hyp.pl, which
stores hypernymy relations in a binary predicate) and the lexical relations
between words (such as wn ant.pl, which stores antonymy relations in a
quaternary predicate). All the information necessary to define these relations
is obtained from the wei xxx-30 relation table: the type of relation determines
the file in which the information is written (for example, if its code is 12, it
is a hyponymy relation and we must write in the file wn hyp.pl an entry of
the predicate wn hyp/2; if its code is 33, it is an antonym relation and we
must write in the file wn ant.pl an entry of the predicate wn ant/4).

In general, these relations need a source synset and target synset. How-
ever, lexical relations require a particular treatment due to the way in which
Erik Kafe’s proposal distinguishes concrete words, using a pair (sysnset ID,

W num), while MCR uses a different method in which it does not use the com-
ponent W num. Due to this reason, in order to be consistent with the Prolog
WordNet structure proposed by Erik Kafe, we have opted to leave the W num

field empty wherever it appears in those relations.
At the end of this first phase of the transformation, we have found that

there are a large number of synsets without glosses in Spanish: there are ex-
actly 119,074 synsets, of which only 20,960 have glosses, that is, only 17.6% of
them. To solve this problem, the programs WN GIngles and WN GTraductor

have been implemented, which are responsible for obtaining the 98,114 glosses
that are missing from the English WordNet database, translating them and
integrating them into our database.

On the other hand, in order to carry out subsequent processing more
efficiently, such as the computation of hypernym chains, it is convenient to
order the facts that appear in the files wn g.pl, wn s.pl and all relation files
by synset ID and by W num respectively, since in the MCR project they are
sorted alphabetically. To this end, the programs WN RELATIONSOrden.py,
WN GOrden.py and WN SOrden.py have been implemented to handle these
tasks.

In all these auxiliary programs, the Python programming language has
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been used. The choice of this language is due to the fact that it handles in
an easier way the most complex structures of the programs implemented to
carry out these functions and complex libraries, such as Google’s translator.
Python provides extensive support for this type of tasks, which makes our
work much easier, although some efficiency is lost.

4. Conclusions and Future Work

In this work we have presented how to convert the databases that consti-
tute the Spanish WordNet, as provided by the Multilingual Central Reposi-
tory, to a format that is readable by the Prolog programming language.

The programs and files obtained can be downloaded from the URL ad-
dress: https://github.com/PabloVelascoCrespo/MCR_to_Prolog

Our conversion from MCR Spanish WordNet to Prolog is made up of
fifteen files, which contain the facts that define the predicates. Eight of
them (wn ant.pl, wn der.pl, wn g.pl, wn hyp.pl, wn per.pl, wn s.pl,
wn sim.pl and wn vgp.pl) conform the Erik Kafe’s proposal, following the
same structure. The predicates defined in these files are sufficient to prof-
itably use a consistent part of the Spanish WordNet; for instance, by us-
ing WN-CONNECT.4 On the other hand, we provide seven files defining rela-
tions which are not present in the Erik Kafe’s Prolog version of WordNet:
wn cat.pl (MCR category term relation), wn rel.pl (MCR related to

relation), wn rgloss .pl (MCR gloss relation), wn rterm.pl (MCR region

term relation), wn sub.pl (MCR has subevent relation), wn uterm.pl (MCR
usage term relation) and wn xphyp.pl (MCR has xpos hyponym relation).

There are many problems we must overcome to obtain a complete con-
version of the MCR WordNet tables. Our first move will be to compute the
Tag count and the W num fields. In the longer term, we are considering to
perform an accurate conversion of the MCR WordNet tables outside of the
constraints imposed by the Erik Kafe’s format.
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